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Summary
This report gives an account of the work performed at the Department of Reactor
Physics at Chalmers University of Technology in the second stage of the preparations
for the start-up of a research program in nuclear safeguards and nuclear material
management. The program is aimed at utilizing the experimental facilities as well as the
experience in reactor physics, criticality safety, signal processing and unfolding, and
experimental nuclear techniques, in tackling problems in non-destructive assay (NDA)
of nuclear materials. The results of the first stage were reported in Ref. 1.

For this second stage of the introductory part of this program, support has been received
from the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate to host Dr. Yasunori Kitamura, Nagoya
University, Japan, as a post-doc for four months. Dr. Kitamura was at our Department
between 1 March and 28 June 2004. Some other persons participated also in the project,
namely Anders Nordlund, Erik Karlsson (MSc thesis student), and Berit Dahl of our
Department.

During the present project, the following three main subjects were dealt with:
• first tests and pilot measurements were performed with one of the two newly

acquired 252Cf detectors that were obtained from JNC, Japan;
• the second exercise of the ESARDA benchmark, which consisted of the evaluation

of the pulse train generated by Los Alamos Laboratory for multiplicity counting,
was performed and reported to the organisers of the benchmark;

• the modified Monte-Carlo code MCNP-PoliMi was installed, tested, and work
started for generating (although outside the ESARDA benchmark), pulse train data
as obtained from various neutron sources with or without the presence of fissile
material, as detected with an Active Well Coincidence Counter.

In addition, one of the authors of this report (IP.) has attended the Annual Meeting of
the INMM (Institution of Nuclear Material Management) in Orlando, Florida, 17-22
July 2004. The participation made it possible to meet staff from ORNL (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), most notably John Mihalczo and Sara Pozzi, who have worked
many years with nuclear methods, both measurements and calculations, of the type that
we also plan to pursue at our Department. I have also received an invitation to visit
ORNL later on this year to discuss technical questions, but also to explore the
possibilities of collaboration in the field.

We have also started discussions with researchers from SCKCEN in the matter. They
are interested in the use of our Cf detectors in both reactivity measurements and NDA
applications. In SCK-CEN they have access both to a research reactor and fissile
material, i.e. the possibilities for experiments are good. On 14 September Peter Baeten
and Klaas van der Meer has visited us in Chalmers to discuss further joint work.

The work performed in the above items is described in more detail in the body of the
report.



Sammanfattning
Denna report ger en redovisning av arbetet utfort vid Avdelningen for reaktorfysik vid
Chalmers tekniska hogskola inom andra etappen av forberedelserna for att starta ett
forskningsprojekt inom nuclear icke-spridning och karnamneskontroll Programmet
syftar till att anvanda bade den experimented utrustningen och erfarenheten inom
reaktorfysik, kriticitetssakerhet, signalbehandling och invertering (unfolding) och
experimentella metoder for att ta itu med problem inom ickefbrstorande analys (non-
destructive assay - NDA) av karnamnen. Resultaten av forsta etappen har rapporterats i

[1].

For den andra fasen av projektets inledning har vi erhallit stod fran SKI for att avlona
Dr. Yasunori Kitamura, Nagoya University, Japan, som post-doc under fyra manader
for att delta i fbrberedelser for programmet. Dr. Kitamura har varit pa avdelningen
mellan 1 mars och 28 juni 2004. Aven andra personer har deltagit i arbetet, namligen
doc. Anders Nordlund, Erik Karlsson (examensarbetare), och Dr. Berit Dahl fran var
avdelning.

Inom fbreliggande projekt, har vi arbetat i huvudsak med fbljande tre amnen:
• forsta matningar med en av de nyligen erhallna tva 252Cf-detektorer, som vi fick fran

JNC, Japan;
• vi har genomfort andra delen av benchmarken ESARDA. Denna ovning handlade

om utvardering av ett pulstag, genererat av Los Alamos Laboratory, for
multiplicitetsrakning. Resultaten har rapporterats till organisatbrarna av
benchmarken;

• vi har installerat, testat och borjade anvanda den modifierade Monte-Carlo koden
MCNP-PoliMi. Vi har borjat att arbeta med att generera ett pulstag, liknande till
ovanbeskrivna, som ges upphov till av olika typ av neutronkallor, med och utan
narvaron av fissilt material, och detekterat av en sakallad Active Well Counter.
Forsta delen benchmarken ESARDA handlar precis om detta, men vi gor detta
utanfor benchmarken eftersom vi hinner inte med den i tid.

Dessutom har en av forfattarna av denna rapport (I.P.) bevakat arsmbtet av INMM
(Institution of Nuclear Material Management) i Orlando, Florida, 17-22 juli 2004.
Under motet hade jag tillfalle att traffa personal fran ORNL (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), i synnerhet John Mihalczo och Sara Pozzi, som bagge har under flera ar
arbetat med nukleara metoder, bade experimentellt och berakningsmassigt, av just den
typen som vi planerar vid var avdelning. Jag har fatt en inbjudan att besoka ORNL
senare i ar for att diskutera tekniska fragor samt undersbka mbjligheten av ett samarbete
inom detta omrade.

Vi har ocksa bbrjat diskussioner med forskare fran SCK-CEN, Belgien, i liknande
arende. De har ett intresse att anvanda vara 252Cf detectorer for saval att mata reaktivitet
som for tillampningar i NDA. Vid SCK-CEN har man tillgang bade till en
forskningsreaktor och fissilt material, dvs de experimentella mojligheter ar goda. Peter
Baeten and Klaas van der Meer besbkte oss den 14 i Chalmers for att diskutera
gemensamt arbete.

Arbetet som vi genomforde inom ovannamnda omraden rapporteras mer detaljerad i
foreliggande rapport.



1. Introduction
Non-destructive assay (NDA) techniques are applied in all nuclear fuel-cycle facilities
for material accounting, process control, criticality control and perimeter monitoring.
The techniques are based on measurements of radiation induced or emitted
spontaneously from the nuclear material without altering the physical or chemical state
of the nuclear material. NDA has no need for sampling, is much faster and reduces
operator exposure compared to destructive procedure. However, NDA is usually less
accurate than chemical assay.

There are two basic NDA techniques: passive and active, depending on whether they
measure radiation from the spontaneous decay of the nuclear material, or radiation
induced by an external source. The principal NDA techniques are classified as gamma-
ray assay, neutron assay and calorimetry. Gamma-ray and neutron assay techniques are
complementary since they have different sensitivities to density and material type.
Gamma-ray assay techniques are the best suitable for materials with low atomic number
and low density. Gamma-rays following radioactive decay carry energy information that
can identify the nuclides present in the sample. On the other hand, neutrons do not
provide information on the nuclear species present in the sample, but they can penetrate
dense, high-atomic materials with ease. However, source neutrons multiply in a
subcritical chain, and make it possible to discover the presence of fissile material by
correlation methods. In general, the gamma-ray techniques, where applicable, are more
accurate than neutron measurements. It has though to be added that what regards the
active methods, the two techniques are interrelated, since gamma-rays are induced by
neutron activation.

2. First time-of-flight and time correlation
measurements with the Cf-252 detectors
The work with the Cf detectors was performed by Y. Kitamura and Erik Karlsson. It
also served as the MSc diploma thesis work of E. Karlsson. More details of the
experiments performed can be found in his MSc thesis (Ref. 2).

The 252Cf detector

The 252Cf detector is an ionization chamber containing a 252Cf neutron source. The
detector yields a signal upon detection of fission products from the spontaneous fission
of 252Cf, which is also the event of neutron production. Thus a time reference for the
neutron emission can be obtained from the ionisation chamber without actually
consuming any neutrons. Together with the nearly 100% efficiency of the detection of
the fission products, this makes time-of-flight and time correlation measurements with
such a detector very efficient.

The detectors were obtained free of charge from JNC, Japan, through our good contacts
with several Japanese universities and research establishments. We have obtained two
detectors with different source strengths. The detectors use a power supply of 1000V
and the detector signal is superimposed on this voltage on the same connector. A photo
of the detector with lower activity ("weak detector") is shown in Figure 1. The "strong"
detector has a similar appearance.
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Fig. 1. The weak 252Cf detector.

The detectors have a weight of around 1 kg and are of ionization gas type with a
pressure of 1 atm. The strong detector contains Ar - CO2 as ionization gas. As it will be
described later in more detail, this detector has rather poor output signal, and was not
used in the present work. Hence in this report only results obtained with the weak Cf
detector will be considered. The weak detector contains an Ar - CH4 ionization gas.

The original source strength of the weak detector was 3.7 MBq (1994/7). The
experiments which are described in this work were performed in February to June 2004.
Using the total decay half-life, the activity was about 0.3 MBq in April 2004. This
estimate can also be confirmed through some rough measurements, which have been
performed. The activity corresponding to this source strength makes it possible to work
manually with the detectors without special shielding facilities, given that some basic
precautions (which means mainly keeping sufficient distance between the body of a
person and the detectors in the range of 1 m) are kept.

The time signal of the detector
To examine the shape of the signals from the Cf detectors, they were connected to an
oscilloscope via the timing output of a preamplifier, ORTEC 142AH. Figure 2.a shows
the signal from the weak Cf-detector. In Fig. 2b the same signal, amplified by a fast
filter amplifier, ORTEC 579 is shown.
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Fig. 2. a) The signal from the weak Cf detector via a preamplifier, b) The
amplified signal from the weak Cf detector.

The poor signal quality of the strong Cf detector is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the same
number of averaging as for the weak detector. Fig. 3 is to be compared to Fig. 2a, which
shows a significantly poorer signal/noise ratio than for the weaker detector. Hence we
have only used the weak detector in the continuation of this work.

t (s)

Fig. 3. Signal from the strong Cf detector via a preamplifier.



High voltage supply
Some experiments have been performed in order to determine the optimum voltage
supply to the detector. These experiments are described more in detail in Karlsson
(2004). The recommended voltage is 1000 V, and this was also the starting point for the
experiments. Measurements with 800, 1000 and 1200 V were performed.

A relatively weak dependence on the high voltage was found. The FWHM (Full width
at half maximum) of the signal in the measurements with 1000 V was 25 ns. This can be
considered as the time resolution of the detector. In the measurements 1000 V was used
throughout.

Energy spectrum of the neutron and gamma radiation from the
detector
Although the neutrons and gamma photons emitted by the source can be separated in
time-of-flight measurements, as described later, it is also interesting to investigate
whether they can be separated through their differing energy spectra, by simple
thresholding. To this order, two different measurements were performed. In the first, a
plastic scintillator for neutron detection was used, which is only (mainly) sensitive to
neutrons. In the second, a BGO detector was used, which is mostly sensitive to gamma-
photons. Then the pulse height spectra of the two measurements were compared.

The results are seen in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the neutron energy spectra from the
plastic scintillator, whereas Fig. 5 the same for BGO detector. It is seen that the two
spectra are rather similar.

2000

1800 -

200 300

energy (channels)
400 500 600

Fig. 4. Neutron energy spectrum.



Fig. 5. Energy spectrum from gamma radiation.

Because of the similarity of the two energy spectra, it is difficult to set an energy
threshold in order to discriminate against either neutrons or gamma photons. The
discrimination will rather be achieved by time-of-flight methods.

Experimental results
Delayed components

Measurements were performed in order to see if delayed neutrons from the spontaneous
fission of 252Cf can be detected. As it was described in the previous Final Report (Ref.
1), use of the delayed neutrons could be useful as a complementary method in certain
applications, such as distinguishing between different fissile isotopes in the unknown
sample based on the differing properties of the delayed neutrons.

This measurement was performed in the "reversed time mode", i.e. delaying the signal
of the Cf detector, and using it as a stop signal (the neutron detection being the start
signal) because of the timing of the electronics together with the much higher pulse rate
from the Cf-detector compared to the neutron detector. The experiment showed a
delayed component in the time spectrum. It is not yet clear to what extent this delayed
component consists of delayed neutrons.

Time of flight measurements

To investigate the time spectrum of both neutrons and gamma-photons, a series of time-
of-flight measurements were performed. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.
6 below. As in the measurements for the delayed neutrons, a delay was implemented in
the detection line of the Cf detector, such that the signal from the neutron detector
arrives to the TDC first and serves as a start signal. As usual in such measurements, the
reason for choosing this arrangement is that the Cf-detector count rate is much higher
than that of the neutron detector, so it is much more efficient to concentrate on the
events triggered by neutron detection only.
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for the time-of-flight measurements.

A set of measurements with various distance x between the detectors, i.e. the Cf-
detector-source and the neutron/gamma detector was performed. The results for x = 0,
40, 100 and 150 cm are illustrated in Fig. 7.

x = Ocm
1500
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Fig. 7. The graphs show the results from time-of-flight measurements with
various distances x between the Cf-detector (source) and neutron detector.



The interpretation of the results, shown in Fig. 7, is quite straightforward. The originally
single peak, measured with the two detectors close to each other, gradually splits up to
two with increasing distance. The first peak, whose position does not change with time,
corresponds to the gamma photons. The second peak, with the larger time delay that
changes with the distance, corresponds to the neutrons, whose speed is much lower than
that of the photons.

To provide further evidence to the assumption that the two peaks arise from different
particles, the experiment for the largest distance was repeated by placing lead plate of
thickness 3 mm between the detectors. The idea was to shield the plastic scintillator
from gamma radiation, and show that the presence of the lead sheet only affects the first
peak.

The results are shown in Fig. 8. On the left side the results without the lead screening
are seen, whereas on the right hand side of the figure those with the lead screen are
shown. One can see that the relative height of the gamma peak as compared to the
neutron peak decreases when the lead screen is applied, thereby confirming the results
of the time-of-flight measurements.

With lead x - 150 cm

-100 -50 50 100
t(ns)

Fig. 8. Time-of-flight measurements with a distance of 150 cm between the
detectors. On the left: results without lead screening. On the right: 3 mm thick
lead screen between the detectors.

At this point it might be worth comparing the above results with those of similar
experiments, as reported already in the previous Final Report. For this purpose we cite
here the results of measurements, complemented by calculations, from the work of
Marseguerra et al [3] (Fig. 9). In that Figure a more visible separation of the two peaks,
corresponding to the gamma photons and neutrons, respectively, can be seen.
Qualitatively, our results correspond quite well to those in Ref. 3. The broader neutron
peak in their measurements corresponds to a larger distance of the neutron detector from
the Cf detector/source, and the smoother character of the curves to a better statistics in
the measurements. The qualitative similarity can, however, be taken as a proof-of-
principle of our measurements with the Cf-detectors.
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MCNP-POLIMI with parameters by exp. cant
experiment
MCNP-POLIMI with guessed parameter

Fig. 9. Experimental results and simulation results with guessed parameters and
with parameters by experimental calibration (Marseguerra et ah, 2003)

This is how far we got with the pilot measurements with the Cf-252 detectors. The
experiments confirmed the possibility of doing time-of-flight measurements with the
detectors. However, it was found that the signal quality from one of the detectors (the
one with the stronger source intensity) is too poor, and even the other detector had a too
high background noise. It is suspected that the gas pressure is too low in both detectors,
which is the reason of the less than perfect functioning. This will be alleviated in the
future. These detectors will also be used in a collaborative project between Chalmers
and SCK.CKN in measurements performed during next year.

3. The ESARDA benchmark exercise
We have registered for the whole ESARDA benchmark, i.e. both for the task of
generating pulse trains according to the specifications of the benchmark, as well as
calculating the multiplicities for a pulse train, either the one received from LANL as
part of the benchmark (task 2), and/or for the pulse train generated by us.

The calculating of the multiplicities was more straightforward, and it has been
performed first on the received pulse train. These were reported and sent to the
benchmark organisers by late September. We have received a brief confirmation of
receipt and a first judgement that the results are compatible with the calculations of the
organisers themselves.

For easy reference the body of the benchmark report, but without the printouts of the
C++ programs created for the numerical work, is enclosed here below.

Introduction

The main aim of this exercise is to arrive at an agreed and tested algorithm for the
analysis of calculated pulse trains, including dead time. For this aim, the ESARDA
Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) Working Group is currently organizing several

11



international inter-comparison exercises, with the scope to build up an updated picture
of the typical accuracies achieved by NDA methods when applied to different nuclear
materials within the EU fuel cycle. These exercises include round-robins where
laboratories make comparative NDA measurements on a set of samples, and inter-
comparisons for data analysis codes.

Description of exercise
The pulse trains could be generated by Monte Carlo methods or by analytical models.
Especially, the use of Monte Carlo modeling is becoming increasingly widespread as a
tool for reducing the reliance upon experiment (which often requires the use of costly
standards) for calibration of neutron coincidence counting systems.

LANL generated the pulse trains according to the specifications described below. This
set of pulse trains is distributed to all participants for the pulse train analysis exercise.

The detector system was supposed to be an Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC)
in fast configuration (Cd liner inside the cavity). A model of the AWCC detector
prepared by JRC Ispra was used. The behavior of the difference sample cases was
calculated using a version of MCNPX (2.5.e) that is only available to registered beta
testers.

The results were written to a PTRAC file. This was done separately for spontaneous
fission source events and (a, n) source events. All the source particles were started at
time zero, giving a certain number of pulse distribution histories. The normal working
units if time in MCNPX are "shakes", which correspond to 1E-08 seconds. These units
were kept throughout the exercise.

In order to convert these distributions into a pulse train, it was necessary to superimpose
the fission event rate and the (a, n) production rate as a function of time. This was done
by randomly selecting the time of the next event from a Poisson distribution and
selecting, according to the desired a ratio, whether the event was spontaneous fission or
(a, n). This was done in a Visual Basic program, which wrote out the resulting pulse
train as a list of detection times (ASCII).

The format of each pulse train file is a simple (ASCII) list of numbers representing the
detection time (in seconds) of a neutron in a He-3 detector. The number of entries in the
file depends on the counting rate, but the initial aim is to cover a counting time of 100
seconds. This gives 1E6 pulses for lOkcps and up to 1E8 pulses for the lOOOkcps case.
This latter value may approach some hardware or software limits and the count time for
some cases may need to be reduced. A maximum length of 1E7 pulses is suggested. A
short extract from such a file looks like:

13730.6072169478
7909.18521694782
46541.7064107043
62048.4306534224
155496.318244296
158204.678244296
216050.729648694
225535.163257383
218172.193257383
280257.118613148
344945.337859899
337948.996859564
375365.834227812
385034.894227812
421465.535446949
431414.098880651
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495175.257579888
627968.855567071
667779.841227752
695221.134492004
841627.920851393
842155.458851393
894013.962850981
889708.312850981

This is a list of times (in shakes) that pulses were detected in the AWCC. The individual
helium tubes in the AWCC are not differentiated. The pulses are only approximately in
time order and may need to be sorted before they are analyzed. The files are large, of
the order of several hundred megabytes each.

In this exercise, the pulse trains were generated from a simple model of the AWCC
neutron counter:

Case 1 - A pure random neutron source (count rates 10k, 100k, lOOOkcps)
This case was modelled as a point isotropic source placed at the centre of the
AWCC cavity. The recommended energy distribution is the Geiger-vanderZwann
spectrum representing an Am-Li source. Source intensity was tuned in order to
have 10k, 100k and lOOOkcps.

Case 2 - A pure spontaneous fission source (count rates 10k, 100k, lOOOkcps)
Again the source was described as pointwise and isotropic. The energy spectrum
was the one from a Cf-252 source. The recommended distribution is the Watt with
parameters a=-1.175 and bD 1.04. Source intensity was tuned in order to have 10k,
100k and lOOOkcps.

Case 3 - Pu metal sample (mass lOg and 2000g)
The sample consists of a sphere of Pu metal placed at the centre of the cavity. The
density assumed to be 20g/cm3, the radius was derived according to the two
different masses of the subcases (10 and 2000g). The simplified isotopic
composition was representative of a typical weapon-grade Pu (94% Pu-239, 6%
Pu-240). The source intensity was computed according to the spontaneous fission
rate of the Pu-240-eff mass (0.6 and 120g respectively).

Case 4 - Pu oxide sample (mass lOg and 5000g)
The sample consists of a square (H=D) cylinder placed at the centre of the cavity.
Being a theoretical case it is not necessary to model the details of a real container.
The sample was a powder of PuO2 with a density of 2 g/cm3 and a typical isotopic
composition of a reactor-grade Pu (2% Pu-238, 60% Pu-239, 25% Pu-240, 8% Pu-
241 and 5% Pu-242). The source intensity was computed according to the inherent
emission from (a, n) and spontaneous fission in oxide samples with mass of 10 and
5000g for the two subcases.

Case 5 - Pu oxide sample (5000g with the addition of an (a, n) source to give various
ratios of a (= ratio of (a, n)/spontaneous fission neutrons) for example 10, 20 and 100

The oxide sample was the same of subcase 4a. The random source was supposed to
be placed at the centre as in case 1. The total neutron intensity contains the
contributions from the inherent Pu source and the random source. The intensity of
the latter was tuned such to give overall a values of 10, 20 and 100 respectively.

Each Pulse train has been produced as listed below:

la Random neutron source (Am-Li) lOkcps pla.pulse

13



lb Random neutron source (Am-Li) lOOkcps
lc Random neutron source (Am-Li) lOOOkcps*
2a Spontaneous fission source (Cf-252) lOkcps
2b Spontaneous fission source (Cf-252) lOOkcps
2c Spontaneous fission source (Cf-252) lOOOkcps*
3a Pu metal lOg (90% Pu-239)
3b Pu metal lOOOg (90% Pu-239)
4a Pu oxide lOg (reactor grade)
4b Pu oxide lOOOg (reactor grade)
5a Pu oxide lOg (reactor grade) with Am-Li source to give a=10
5b Pu oxide lOg (reactor grade) with Am-Li source to give a=20
5c Pu oxide lOg (reactor grade) with AmLi source to give a=100

*Random

plb.pulse
pic.pulse
p2a.pulse
p2b.pulse
p2c.pulse
p3a.pulse
p3b.pulse
p4a.pulse
p4b.pulse
p5a.pulse
p5b.pulse
p5c.pulse

sampling used.

Calculation of Singles, Doubles, and Triples rates
For a fission at time zero, P(t), the probability of detecting a neutron at time t decreases
exponentially with time, i.e.

P(t) = Re T +A, (1)

where x is the neutron "die-away time" that typically takes 40 ~ 80|is [4], R the real or
correlated count rate, and A the accidental or random count rate due to pulses from
other fission chains or (a, n) reactions. After a long delay, the probability of detecting a
neutron from the initial fission at t=0 is negligible. Therefore, counting gates that are
opened after a long delay from a neutron detection event at time to are called the A (i.e.
accidental) or background gate (see Figure 10). A typical value for this delay is 4096u.s
that is much longer than the neutron die-away time. On the other hand, the R+A (i.e.
real + accidental) or foreground gate is opened after a short delay from to. This short
delay, i.e. pre-delay (typically 4.5JJ.S), is introduced to remove a bias due to the
electronic dead time effect.

Pulse train

Foreground
(R+A) gate

Background
(A) gate

(open)

(close)

(open) -

(close)

Predelay Gale width

64ns

Time

/ / •

Long delay

4096ns

Gate width

64ns

Fig. 10. Timing diagram for foreground (or R+A) and background (A) gates
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In this exercise, all participants have to calculate the Singles, Doubles and Triples rates
for the 13 pulse trains using the following parameters:

Pre-delay 4.5(is
Gate width 64(is
Dead time 0, 0.5 and 2u.s (updating and/or non-updating)

Also, the participants are encouraged to produce any other parameters of interest that
may help with the comparison (e.g. "die-away time"). The participants may also
produce counting rate values (with uncertainties) using the calculated accidentals (=
Singles2xgate width) as well as the measured accidentals.

To calculate the Singles, Doubles, and Triples rates, the following quantities are needed
[5]:

S: Event rate or total rate.
f(n): Distribution of signal-triggered measured events, i.e., neutrons that are detected

and counted in the gate interval following any trigger. This is the measured
foreground or R+A distribution.

b(n): Distribution of randomly-triggered measured events, i.e., neutrons that are detected
and counted in the gate interval following a random or periodic trigger. This is the
measured background or A distribution.

Furthermore, with respect to the above two distributions, factorial moments are
introduced as

Using these quantities, the Singles, Doubles, and Triples rates are calculated as follows
[5]:

Singles = S, (4)

Doubles = S(fl-bl), (5)

Triples ^{{f2-b2)-2b{{f,-b,)}. (6)

To calculate the Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for various dead times, five programs
were fabricated in the C language (as listed in Appendix).

txt2bin.c: A program for sorting the detection events in order of time. At the same time,
this program converts the file format from ASCII (*.pulse) to binary (*.bin)
to save the disk space.

singles.c: A program for calculating the Singles rate (i.e. S). The input file format for
this program must be the binary (*.bin).

15



bin2dis.c: As program for calculating the distribution of counts within a counting gate
that is opened after a certain delay time. If the delay time is selected to be
4.5(is, one obtains the R+A distribution (i.e. f(n)). On the other hand, when
the delay time is 4096(a.s, the A distribution (i.e. b(n)) is obtained. This
program needs the binary files (*.bin) as inputs.

ud_dead.c: A program for deleting detection events by introducing the updating
count-loss process. The input and output file formats are the binary (*.bin).

nu_dead.c: A program for deleting detection events by introducing the non-updating
count-loss process.

In addition, to obtain the die-away time, the program
Rossi-alpha distribution is also listed in Appendix.

'bin2rad.c" that calculates the

Results
Figure 11 shows the R+A and A distributions for the plb case, while Figure 3 shows
those for the p2b case. From Figure 2, one finds that the difference between the R+A
and A distributions is hardly observed, since the plb case has no real (or correlated)
component because of its pure randomness. On the other hand, one finds that there is a
slight difference between them in Figure 12. These facts are clearly shown in Figure 13
where the Rossi-alpha distributions for plb and p2b cases are plotted. In addition, in
Figure 14, differences of the R+A and A distributions, i.e. f(n)-b(n), are plotted for all
cases. One finds that there is a common structure except for pure random cases.

Fig. 11. Comparison of R+A and A distributions for plb case
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In Tables 1 - 5 , calculated results of the Singles, Doubles, and Triples rates are
tabulated. Furthermore, the die-away time is tabulated in Table 6.

Table 1: Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for no
Case name

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

File name
pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b

Singles [cps]
10001.84518

100016.14127
1000118.59191

9994.25721
99764.58456

996825.16926
350.14300

51211.83808
2059.19832

1265214.94720

count-loss process.
Doubles [cps]

0.13735
4.25570

-120.16705
3229.94700

32090.94343
326197.86129

80.19192
34078.30984

218.19539
211521.40282

Triples [cps]
-1.20778

210.85933
-23162.59375

582.85211
5475.94855

80501.32456
14.04614

34088.04939
24.21999

-59873.33469
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Case 5 p5a
p5b
p5c

13097.39109
26207.15663

131079.27116

247.65456
309.54710
764.23087

29.58051
51.22991

-314.19254

Table 2: Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for updating count-loss process with 0.5\is dead
time.
Case name

Casel

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

File name
pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b
p5a
p5b
p5c

Singles [cps]
9952.04822

95143.89552
606714.92248

9897.19393
94466.73151

603441.29102
348.87483

49438.22873
2053.80274

670942.18836
13008.12308
25862.33591

122751.83368

Doubles [cps]
-0.68549

-55.42109
1115.33467
3139.05760

25971.99223
30742.13229

79.47423
29332.73322

216.13521
8510.21989
241.72567
291.96204
582.90078

Triples [cps]
-1.20140

234.89311
-2841.29424

502.05123
171.34548

-26312.03571
13.48311

22335.65646
22.87303

-15662.28210
26.48062
34.00925

-95.11623

Table 3: Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for updating count-loss process with 2.0|4.s dead
time.
Case name

Casel

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

File name
pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b
p5a
p5b
p5c

Singles [cps]
9804.11251

81893.28135
135279.27078

9614.10222
80339.32260

135769.55369
345.20892

44613.11608
2038.05449

100982.17755
12744.86968
24853.49512

100838.83698

Doubles [cps]
0.51825

-35.47487
685.96537

2885.86370
13491.98431
5893.91847

77.41906
18953.54357

210.15046
2707.66885

218.05549
238.79674

' 262.28691

Triples [cps]
-0.42596
18.31702

-246.77705
295.98658

-4885.61166
-3505.84696

11.96122
4485.27191

19.23820
-974.36595

13.23132
10.40567

-244.74636

Table 4: Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for non-updating count-loss process with 0.5(is
dead time.
Case name

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

File name
pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b
p5a
p5b
p5c

Singles [cps]
9952.16843

95255.61300
666837.18319

9897.74155
94613.39510

663795.20948
348.87732

49477.76108
2053.81437

774293.40629
13008.43365
25864.67087

123002.30175

Doubles [cps]
-0.66177

-53.55275
682.75342

3139.76546
26189.83448
64410.36782

79.47609
29490.43790

216.14244
30021.89456

241.74723
292.29166
572.68009

Triples [cps]
-1.20227

222.67014
-4800.32253

502.75254
343.27412

-36869.67857
13.48450

22764.45067
22.87927

-36553.25727
26.54040
34.26009

-91.04825
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Table 5: Singles, Doubles, Triples rates for non-updating count-loss process with 2.0u.s
dead time.
Case name

Casel

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

File name
pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b
p5a
p5b
p5c

Singles [cps]
9806.08806

83343.64730
333372.30257

9622.90471
82080.23206

332229.17977
345.25433

45086.94818
2038.22761

358090.99076
12749.799898
24887.35890

103838.65234

Doubles [cps]
0.44865

-55.33030
16104.89785
2895.78606

15288.50292
19762.44496

77.45179
20276.95799

210.23612
23524.02955

218.75639
240.54354
280.55646

Triples [cps]
-0.42982
29.70777

-7511.52259
304.24012

-4490.12373
-9118.79795

11.98612
6622.74821

19.28939
-10472.29633

13.67686
11.42318

-259.62066

Table t
Case name

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

i: Die-away time evaluated
File name

pla
plb
pic
p2a
p2b
p2c
p3a
p3b
p4a
p4b
p5a
p5b
p5c

Die-away time [|xs]
*
*
*

50.12
50.99
50.38
50.15
50.46
50.39
49.50
53.50
48.84
48.48

* die-away time could not determined because of the pure random nature.

4. Simulation of a pulse train with MCNP-
PoliMi
As described in the previous Final Report [1], we plan to use the code MCNP-PoliMi
for simulation of time-of-flight measurements with the Cf-detectors, and for similar
measurements. The code has been installed on a PC with Windows XP operating
system. The CD containing the program did not contain any cross section data. These
data were copied from a data file (ZZ-MCNPDATA) delivered with the program
MCNP version AC. The MCNP-PoliMi program is supposed to run in a DOS-window
using a B AT-file. This way it will run on any Windows-based PC.

Two sample problems were delivered together with the code. These have been run and
checked to give the same result as those given on the installation CD.

The output data from MCNP-PoliMi is lengthy and a post-processing program is
desirable to handle the data. A post-processing program written in MATLAB was
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delivered together with the code. This program has been run using the output data from
the sample problem. Also these results correspond to the results given on the installation
CD.

The first concrete application we plan is to use the code to perform the first task in the
ESARDA Multiplicity benchmark exercise. As described in the previous Section, this
first part deals with the generation of pulse trains for a simple model of a specific
counter. Pulse trains should, in the full exercise, be made for five different source cases,
with or without the presence of fission materials of different kind, and each with a few
different count rates. Totally, 13 pulse trains should be generated. The validity of the
simulation can be checked by performing the same multiplicity calculations as was done
by us on the pulse train delivered by LANL, for executing the second part of the
benchmark.

The format of a pulse train should be a simple list of numbers representing the detection
time in seconds of a neutron in a He-3 detector. The detector system is an Active Well
Coincidence Counter (AWCC), Canberra model JCC-51.

We have made a geometry model of this detector using the visual editor VISED (see
e.g. http://www.mcnpvised.com/). Our model is shown in Fig. 15. The detector has a
central vacuum cavity. It should be modelled in fast configuration, i.e. with cadmium
liner inside the cavity, and with maximum cavity height. Outside the cavity, the detector
is filled with polyethylene. There are 42 helium-filled tubes, organized in two
concentric rings, in the polyethylene. The detection is made in those tubes. There is also
cadmium liner on the outside of the detector. The source is placed in the centre of the
cavity for all cases.

Cd s[ t . " Poly- ' , i,
liner 5 ^ - * "p ethylene , '.

\
1 I' ,

Vertical section through the centre of Horizontal w n o n ihumsjh the centre
the detector of the detector

Fig. 15. Geometry model for the MCNP-PoliMi calculations,

A preliminary run has been made by using a point isotropic Cf-252 source. We used the
Watt distribution with parameters a=1.175 and b=1.04 to simulate the source, as
recommended in the exercise. What regards the source intensity, we chose the lowest
one in the exercise (32300) to limit the size of the output file. The number of counts
was, in this run, far too low, because we had chosen too low helium density. After
contact with Paolo Peerani of ESARDA, we got, among other things, the correct helium
pressure in the tubes. New calculations using this density will hopefully give us a
reasonable pulse train.
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For the next step, we have to modify the post-processing code to extract the pulse train
from the output data. Then we have to compare it with the LANL pulse train. If the
pulses are collected in time bins, it should at least be possible to judge if our pulse train
is entirely different from the LANL values or not. An exact comparison is not possible.
When we are satisfied with our pulse train, we shall proceed with the next step. The
calculation of singles, doubles and triples counting rates will be performed both using
our pulse train and the LANL values. A comparison between these results and with the
results of the ESARDA benchmark, described in the previous Section, will show if our
method is working properly. This will be performed for a couple of different sources in
the exercise.
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